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TBI CELEBRATES ISRAEL AT 75

TBI Journey To Israel
Join with Rabbi Rachel Marks, Lori Sagarin and Rabbi Michael and
Jody Weinberg for a journey to Israel where we will explore, learn, 
grapple and celebrate Israel at 75. This is a sophisticated trip that will
be fulfilling for those who have traveled to Israel before, as well as for 
first timers.

Yom Ha’atzmaut Israel 75th Mesibah (Party)
Wednesday, April 26, 2023, 5:30 - 7:00 pm
Join us as we celebrate Israel’s 75th birthday in style, a true celebration 
of Israeli culture with food, music, dancing, and more.
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Israel Book Club - 3 Part Series

Part 1: Can We Talk About Israel: A Guide for the Curious, 
Confused, and Conflicted, by Daniel Sokatch
Discussion with Rabbi Marks
Wednesday, December 21, 2022, 12:00 - 1:30 pm

Can We Talk About Israel is the story of that conflict, 
and of why so many people feel so strongly about 
it without actually understanding it very well 
at all. It is an attempt to grapple with a century-
long struggle between two peoples that both 
perceive themselves as (and indeed are) victims. 
And it’s an attempt to explain why Israel (and 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict) inspires such 
extreme feelings-why it seems like Israel is the 
answer to “what is wrong with the world” for 
half the people in it, and “what is right with the 

world” for the other half. As Sokatch asks, is there any other topic about 
which so many intelligent, educated and sophisticated people express 
such strongly and passionately held convictions, and about which they 
actually know so little?

Part 2: Waking Lions, by Ayelet Gunder-Goshen
Discussion with Rabbi Marks
Sunday, February 26, 2023, 10:00 - 11:30 am

After one night’s deadly mistake, a man will go to 
any lengths to save his family and his reputation. 
Neurosurgeon Eitan Green has the perfect life — 
married to a beautiful police officer and father of 
two young boys. Then, speeding along a deserted 
moonlit road after an exhausting hospital shift, 
he hits someone. Seeing that the man, an African 
migrant, is beyond help, he flees the scene. When 
the victim’s widow knocks at Eitan’s door the next 
day, holding his wallet and divulging that she 
knows what happened, Eitan discovers that her 

price for silence is not money. It is something else entirely, something that 
will shatter Eitan’s safe existence and take him into a world of secrets 
and lies he could never have anticipated. Waking Lions is a gripping, 
suspenseful, and morally devastating drama of guilt and survival, shame 
and desire from a remarkable young author on the rise.
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Part 3: Zionism, Palestinian Nationalism and the Law 1939-1948,
by Steven E. Zipperstein
Discussion with author, Steven E. Zipperstein
Sunday, April 23, 2023 - 10:00 - 11:30 am

During the last decade of the British Mandate for 
Palestine (1939–1948), Arabs and Jews used the 
law as a resource to gain leverage against each 
other and to influence international opinion. The 
parties invoked “transformational legal framing” 
to portray the essentially political-religious 
conflict as a legal dispute involving claims of 
justice, injustice, and victimization, and giving rise 
to legal/equitable remedies. This study analyzes 
the role of the law during the last decade of the 
British Mandate for Palestine, making an essential 

contribution to the literature on lawfare, framing and narrative, and the 
Arab-Israeli Conflict.
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Spring Series with Rabbi Marks

The 4 Hatikva Questions (4HQ)
Tuesdays, from 7:30 - 9:00 pm, April 18, 25 & May 9 & 16, 2023

The frame of these “Four Hatikvah Questions” (4HQ) both offers clarity 
and affirmation as to the wonder of the State of Israel, while at the same 
time offering a shared conceptual space within which to address key 
questions of Jewish existence that take on Jewish Peoplehood on the one 
hand, and the centrality of Israel on the other. Gone are the days in which 
a single set of answers will enliven the Jewish People as a whole. But a 
single set of questions which all must continue to answer – in their own 
different ways – is a way to connect between our differences.

Lihiyot - To Be? 
What does it mean for us “To be”?  What does it take 
to survive, and how can we thrive? What threats 
do we face? Is existence only guaranteed through 
fighting? Must it be?

Am - People?
What does it mean to be part of the Jewish 
collective (Jewish People)? How can we be joined 
to our evolving religious tradition? How can Jewish 
solidarity be played out in the contemporary era? In 
what way should our Jewish values be embodied in 
the world?

Chofshi - Free?
What does it mean to be Free? What rights do we need 
to claim? How does democracy play out in Israel? 
How do we take responsibility? What can we innovate 
and how do we create?

B’Artzeinu - In Our Land?
And what does it mean to live In Our Land? In what 
way is land important? What makes a land “ours”? 
Where is our homeland and what makes it holy?
What happens when others claim the same land?
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LUNCH & LEARN

Short Story Book Club: 3 Part Series

Part 1: Three Stories: Fable of the Goat, by S. Y. Agnon
With Lori Sagarin
Wednesday, September 21, 2022 at 12:00 - 1:30 pm 

“I’ve passed through many phases in my thoughts 
about Agnon but am perhaps thrown back most 
often on my earliest experience of him. If Agnon 
taught me that all simple stories are in reality 
complex, he also teaches—as all great writers 

do—that no matter how complex a story is, it also endures at a level of 
simplicity.” — Jonathan Rosen

Part 2: Operation Tamar, by Omer Friedlander
With Lori Sagarin
Wednesday, October 19, 2022 at 12:00 - 1:30 pm
Operation Tamar, appears in Issue 19 of The Common 
magazine, and is set in Israel, where Friedlander
grew up.

Part 3: BIG TIME Stories. Humor, Pop Culture, Popular Fiction,
by Jen Spyra
With author, Jen Spyra
Wednesday, November 16, 2022 at 12:00 - 1:30 pm

In this uproarious, addictive debut, Jen Spyra takes a 
culture that seems almost beyond parody and holds 
it up to a funhouse mirror, immersing the reader in a 
world of prehistoric influencers, woodland creatures 
plagued by millennial neuroses, and an all-out birthday 
bash determined to be the most lavish celebration of all 
time, by any means necessary. 

Save the Date for More Lunch & Learn opportunities 
throughout January, February and March of 2023!
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SUNDAY MORNING SEMINARS

Boca by Moonlight, by Brad Graber
With author Brad Graber
Sunday, October 16 at 10:00 am

George Elden has it all. A lovely wife. Two 
beautiful adult children. A condo on the 
grounds of the Boca Raton Resort & Club. But 
when his wife dies, he’s suddenly alone in 
retirement. A lost man. Sure, he has his golf 
buddies to console him, but when his friend 
Willy dies, George is caught off-guard. Why 
did Willy’s family stay away from the funeral? 
Why did the check to the mortuary bounce? 
And why did George and his buddies have 
to pay to bury him? More importantly, what 
can George learn from Willy’s life to escape 

making the same foolish mistakes? This program is co-sponsored by TBI 
Brotherhood and Adult Ed.

You’re Leaving When? Adventures in Downward Mobility,
by Anabelle Gurwitch
With author Anabelle Gurwitch
Sunday, November 20, 2022 at 10:00 - 11:30 am

With signature “sharp wit” (NPR), Annabelle 
Gurwitch gives an irreverent and empathetic 
voice to a generation hurdling into their next 
chapter with no safety net and proves that our 
no-frills new normal doesn’t mean a deficit of 
humor. In these essays, Gurwitch embraces 
home sharing, welcoming a housing-insecure 
young couple and a bunny rabbit into her 
home. The mother of a college student in 
recovery who sheds the gender binary, she 
relearns to parent, one pronoun at a time. 
She wades into the dating pool in a Miss 

Havisham-inspired line of lingerie and flunks the magic of tidying up.
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FALL SERIES WITH RABBI MARKS

A Bride For One Night: Tales from the Talmud, by Dr. Ruth Calderon
Tuesdays from 7:30 - 9:00 pm
November 8, 15, 29 & December 6, 2022
Dr. Ruth Calderon has recently electrified the 
Jewish world with her teachings of talmudic 
texts. In this volume, she offers a fascinating 
window into some of the liveliest and most 
colorful stories in the Talmud. Calderon rewrites 
talmudic tales as richly imagined fictions, 
drawing us into the lives of such characters 
as the woman who risks her life for a sister 
suspected of adultery; a humble schoolteacher 
who rescues his village from drought; and a wife who dresses as a 
prostitute to seduce her pious husband in their garden. Breathing new 
life into an ancient text, A Bride for One Night offers a surprising and 
provocative read, both for anyone already intimate with the Talmud 
or for anyone interested in one of the most influential works of Jewish 
literature.

We Shall Build Anew: Stephen S. Wise, the Jewish Institute of 
Religion, and the Reinvention of American Liberal Judaism,
by Shirley Idelson
With author Shirley Idelson
Sunday, January 29, 2023 at 10:00 - 11:30 am

We Shall Build Anew tells the little-known 
story of how Rabbi Stephen S. Wise changed 
the trajectory of American Judaism for the 
next century. Through the Jewish Institute 
of Religion, JIR,  he trained a new cadre 
of young rabbis who shared his outlook, 
charged them with invigorating and 
reshaping Jewish life, and launched them 
into positions of leadership across the 
country. While Wise earned the ire of many 
mainstream Jewish leaders through his 
disregard for denominational distinctions, JIR 

became home to faculty and students of widely divergent religious and 
political viewpoints.
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SYLVIA AND JERRY ARNOLD z”l,
SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM

Finding Common Ground:
Narratives of Genocide, and Refuge Seeking
Spring, 2023 - exact dates to be announced
The inagural Sylvia and Jerry Arnoldz”l, Scholar in Residence Program 
will feature four speakers, all with their own personal stories to share 
about genocide and refuge seeking.  Though the circumstances differ, 
the lessons drawn from their humanity, and the humanity of their 
families transcends any particular time or place.

Scott Straus, PhD,
Travers Department of Political Science
at the University of California-Berkeley

Rabbi Ari S. Lorge,
Central Synagogue, 
New York, NY

Khemarey Khoeun,
Trustee, 
Village of Skokie

Jennifer Gong-Gershowitz,
Illinois State Representative, 
17th District
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SOUP’ER STUDY

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel and the Wonder of Music
Monday, December 19, 2022, 6:00 pm dinner,
6:45 pm Study with Cantor Richard Cohn 
In his essay, “The Vocation of the Cantor,” published in The 
Insecurity of Freedom (1966), Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel 
posits, “The only language that seems to be compatible 
with the wonder and mystery of being is the language of 

music.”  We’ll explore the conceptual basis of this assertion and listen 
to musical selections from Jewish sources in support of Heschel’s claim.  
We’ll also devote attention to the interpretation of text as a central tenet 
of Heschel’s thinking about the musical language of prayer.

Democratic Justice: Felix Frankfurter, the Supreme Court,
and the Marking of the Liberal Establishment, by Brad Snyder

Monday, January 16, 2023 6:00 pm dinner,
6:45 PM Study with author Brad Snyder
Organized around presidential administrations and major 
political and world events, this definitive biography 
chronicles Frankfurter’s impact on American life. As 
a young government lawyer, he befriended Theodore 

Roosevelt, Louis Brandeis, and Holmes. As a Harvard law professor, he 
earned fame as a civil libertarian, Zionist, and New Deal power broker. 
As a justice, he hired the first African American law clerk and helped 
the Court achieve unanimity in outlawing racially segregated schools in 
Brown v. Board of Education.

“Israel and American-Jewry: Religion, Peoplehood and Politics,”
a talk by Dr. David Barak Gorodetsky

Monday, February 20, 2023 6:00 pm dinner, 
6:45 PM Study with Dr David Barak Gorodetsky
In this talk we explore the past, present and future of 
the Israel and American-Jewry relationship. Israel and 
North America serve as the two leading centers of Jewish 
demography, identity and existence, representing the two 

major Jewish responses to modernity – Zionism as a form of modern 
nationalism on the one hand, and integration into a liberal western 
society on the other. Their relations respond to this initial divide, while 
at the same time fostering a sense of collective Jewish peoplehood, based 
on culture, identity and a sense of a shared history and fate.
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HAVDALAH AND A MOVIE

American Birthright-Documentary
Saturday, January 7, 2023,
6:00 - 9:00 pm
American Birthright is a feature-length 
documentary that follows an Israeli-
American’s grapple with religion, love, and 
identity after her younger sister marries 
outside the faith.

The Kind Words
Saturday, February 4, 2023,
6:00 - 9:00 pm
The Kind Words follows three siblings who are going to 
discover the greatest secret of their late mother. This 
trip is going to change their lives.
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Adult Hebrew Classes
Taught by: Rabbi Jim Sagarin

Cost: FREE for members, $250 non-members

Classes begin September and run though June
For more information about these classes or to see where you best fit,

please contact Rabbi Jim Sagarin at james.sagarin@gmail.com

 9 am ADVANCED INTERMEDIATE MODERN HEBREW
For those with reading competence and interest in 
speaking Modern Hebrew. Must be able to read Hebrew.

 10 am BEGINNING HEBREW
For students new to Hebrew. Decoding, beginning reading 
and writing will be covered.

 11 am BEGINNING MODERN HEBREW
Will introduce Modern Hebrew language to learners.
Must be able to read Hebrew.

 12 pm BEGINNING LITURGICAL HEBREW
Increase your competence and help you to engage with 
Jewish worship in new and meaningful ways.
Must have reading of knowledge of Hebrew.

 12:15 pm SHULCHAN IVRIT
 Monthly Are you a Hebrew speaker looking for an outlet for 

your passion for the Hebrew language? Join with others 
who share your interest. Bring a bag lunch and your 
willingness to engage with others over ivrit!

  For more information contact Lori Sagarin.
Lori@tbiskokie.org

 10 am BEGINNING HEBREW
For students new to Hebrew. Decoding, beginning reading 
and writing will be covered.

 SUNDAY

TUESDAY

Torah 101
Sundays at 9:00 am, first class on September 18, 2022,
follows Sunday Bet Midrash Schedule
This lay led and generated Torah study takes place on 
Sunday mornings at 9:00 on Zoom. This year, the learning 
is focused on the Book of Daniel, a book not well known by 
Jews. Class generally follows the Bet Midrash schedule.
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SISTERHOOD TBI
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING

Educational Opportunities with Sisterhood TBI
Sisterhood coordinates  a bi-monthly Book Discussion group 
(Wednesday evenings), taking book recommendations from
Sisterhood Members.

September 27, second day Rosh Hashanah will be led by 
Sisterhood Chaplaincy, and coordinated with Rabbi Marks.

November 2, Sue Sherman, Audiologist will speak on Hearing 
Healthcare:  Strategies for Better Hearing.

December 7, Lori Sagarin will report on books
she recommends.

January-May, Rabbi Marks will lead the weekly Sisterhood 
Study class, using the book, If All the Seas Were Ink: A 
Memoir by Ilana Kurshan on Tuesdays from 10:00 - 11:30 am.

February 27, a Caregiver Support Specialist from North 
Shore Senior Center will speak to us.

March 1, Our own Rabbi Marks will speak to Sisterhood on
The Heroines of Purim

May 2, Is your work stressful? Is it difficult to get out of the
house in the morning? Forgetting important meetings? Kathy 
Kornbluth, licensed Master of Occupational Therapy, will 
speak on Work-Life Balance.

May 12, T’fillot Nashim is being organized by Sisterhood’s 
Chaplaincy, with input from Rabbi Marks.
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SHABBAT AT TBI

Temple Beth Israel offers varied, inspiring, joyful, and soulful Shabbat 
worship experiences so that we can share in Shabbat’s holiness 
together.  All services can be accessed both in person in the Lorge 
Sanctuary or via our livestream, unless otherwise noted in the weekly 
eblast.  Listed here, you’ll find the schedule for Friday evening 
Shabbat services from fall through spring.

1st Friday: Shabbat Mishpacha –
Intergenerational Family Shabbat
May God Bless and Keep You (Num. 6:24)
On First Fridays, plan to enjoy Shabbat dinner and a lively service.  You 
can expect to be led in joyful prayer enhanced by our Youth Ensemble 
(grades 3 and up), accompanied by the guitar.  We’ll listen to a folk 
story, celebrate the month’s birthdays and offer the Shabbat family 
blessings to one another.  Following the service, stay for the oneg, with 
traditional offerings for adults, and activities for children.
6:00 pm Dinner
6:45 pm Services
7:45 pm Oneg for Adults and Children’s Oneg with Activity

2nd Friday: 7:30 pm Participatory Musical Service
Second Fridays begin with Services at 7:30 pm, typically include a Torah 
service, and are followed by a traditional oneg.
Featuring on a bi-monthly basis:

Shabbat Koleynu - Volunteer Choir Shabbat
We called to the Eternal One who listened to our voices.
(Num. 20:16)
Our volunteer choir, Koleynu, accompanied by the piano, will help 
to lift our voices and quiet our souls as we peacefully welcome 
Shabbat.
Shabbat Mizmor Shir - TBI Ensemble Shabbat
A Song for Shabbat (Psalm 92:1)
Sing soulfully through our Shabbat liturgy along with our 
ensemble which includes voice and musical instruments.  Reflect 
on contemporary poetry and a short teaching from our tradition.  
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3rd & 4th Friday: Erev Shabbat – A Simple Shabbat Service
When I observe Shabbat, I feel the presence of the Divine (Ibn Ezra, 
Siddur Sefard)
This simple service offers a chance to pray the Shabbat liturgy, 
surrounded by our community and accompanied by piano or guitar.  
This Service includes a story, sermon, or teaching. Fourth Fridays 
typically begin with Likrat Shabbat nosh at 5:30 pm followed by Services 
at 6:05 pm.

5th Friday: Shabbat in the Park in Mendelsohn Hall
On the rare 5th Fridays, we will worship in Mendelsohn Hall, with guitar 
accompaniment, followed by a BYO-Shabbat dinner at 6:05 pm.

Shabbat Yeladim – Early Childhood Shabbat Experience
We will sit on the floor, sing, and dance through a 20-minute Shabbat 
Service, followed by a kid-friendly Shabbat dinner.  This service begins at 
6:00 pm, and takes place roughly every other month.

Shabbat Morning Torah Study
Start your Shabbat morning at 9:00 am in the Cohn Library or via Zoom 
with a lively discussion of the Torah, through the lens of ancient and 
contemporary commentaries, led by Rabbi Marks. 

Shabbat Morning Services
Our weekly Shabbat Morning Services offer a blend of traditional prayer, 
nusach (musical themes), and contemporary melodies.  It also includes 
a Torah service.  On weeks where we aren’t celebrating a B’nai Mitzvah 
or other simcha, this heimish (Yiddish for at home or comfortable) service 
offers those present the opportunity to volunteer for the service honors.  
Following Services, enjoy a Kiddush with your community.  This service 
begins at 10:30 am.

Shabbat in the Park
During the summer months, we occasionally celebrate Shabbat at a local 
park. BYO-Shabbat dinner.

Special Shabbatot 
Throughout the year include Pink Shabbat, Veterans Shabbat, Mental 
Health Shabbat, Rabbis’ Yahrzeit Shabbat, T’fillot Nashim and The Sylvia 
and Jerry Arnoldz”l, Scholar in Residence Weekend
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TBI Youth & Families Programs At A Monthly Glance

SEPTEMBER
9 Elulapalooza (all ages)

25 Early Childhood High Holy Day Service (Infancy-2nd Grade)

26 Rosh Hashanah Family Services, followed by holiday childcare
(Infancy-5th Grade)

28 Hebrew School Tashlich (3rd-7th Grade)

18 Enrichment: Science Investigators (Pre-K-2nd Grade)

OCTOBER
5 Yom Kippur Family Services, followed by holiday childcare

(Infancy - 5th Grade)

9 Fall Fair & Erev Sukkot Pizza in the Hut @ Lovelace Park (All Ages)

16 8-10th Grade Sukkot Gathering at the Marks’ Sukkah (8th-10th grade)

16 Simchat Torah Dinner, Service, Consecration & Dancing (All Ages)

29 Havdalahween (All Ages)

2, 9, 16 Enrichment: Science Investigators (Pre-K-2nd)

23, 30 Enrichment: Chess Club (Pre-K-2nd)

NOVEMBER
4 Shabbat Mishpacha - Family Shabbat includes congregational dinner, lively 

Services with 6th grade participation, youth activity @ oneg (All Ages)

6, 13 Enrichment: Chess Club (Pre-K-2nd)

20 Enrichment: Get Earthy with Lorri (Pre-K-2nd)

DECEMBER
2 Shabbat Mishpacha - Family Shabbat includes congregational dinner, lively 

Services with 5th grade participation, youth activity @ oneg (All Ages)

4. 11, 18 Enrichment: Get Earthy with Lorri (Pre-K-2nd)

9 Shabbat Yeladim: Early Childhood Shabbat & Dinner (Infancy-2nd Grade)

18 Children’s Author visit with Julie Anna Blank (Religious School)

23 Shabbat Chanukah includes congregational dinner, lively Services, and 
special Oneg (All Ages)
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JANUARY
6 Shabbat Mishpacha - Family Shabbat includes congregational dinner, Lively 

Services with 4th grade participation, youth activity @ oneg (All Ages)

8, 15, 22, 29 Enrichment: Kids Hip Hop (Pre-K-2nd)

FEBRUARY
3 Shabbat Mishpacha - Family Shabbat includes congregational dinner, lively 

Services with 2nd grade participation, youth activity @ oneg (All Ages)

5, 12, 26 Enrichment: Creative Drama (Pre-K-2nd)

10 Shabbat Yeladim: Early Childhood Shabbat & Dinner (Infancy - 2nd Grade)

25 Family Havdalah & A Movie Night (All Ages)

MARCH
3 Shabbat Mishpacha - Family Shabbat includes congregational dinner, lively 

Services with 1st grade participation, youth activity @ oneg (All Ages)

5 Purim Carnival/”Minnie’s” Megillah/Lunch (All Ages)

6 Purim Seudah (Meal) & Megillah Reading (8 and older)

10 Shabbat Yeladim - Early Childhood Shabbat & Dinner 
(Infancy-2nd Grade)

12 Enrichment: Creative Drama (Pre-K-2nd)

19 Enrichment: Fiber Arts & Crafts (Pre-K-2nd)

APRIL 
6 Congregational Second Seder (All Ages)

7 Shabbat Mishpacha - Family Shabbat includes a Pesadik congregational 
dinner, lively Services with 3rd grade participation, youth activity @ oneg 
(All Ages)

16 Children’s author visit, Bridget Hodder (Religious School)

2, 16, 23 Enrichment: Fiber Arts & Crafts (Pre-K-2nd) 

26 Yom Ha’atzmaut (Israel Independence Day) 75th Mesibah (Party) 
(All Ages)

30 Enrichment: Kids Yoga (Pre-K-2nd)

30 TBI-Spy (All Ages)
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MAY 
5-7 Congregational Retreat (All Ages)

7, 14, 21 Enrichment: Kids Yoga (Pre-K-2nd)

21 Confirmation & Shavuot Scoop (All Ages)

JUNE
23 Pride Shabbat Yeladim in the Park: Early Childhood Shabbat in the Park 

@6:00pm (Infancy - 2nd Grade)

23 Pride Shabbat in the Park @6:30pm (All Ages)

JULY
4 Skokie 4th of July Parade

Watch For Other Amazing Youth Programs at TBI, including:
• Monthly Senior Youth Group (8th-12th Grade) Programs &

Participation in NFTY-CAR

• Regular JBaby Classes

TBI values your input!
Please consider joining the Adult Education or YES (Youth Education Services) 
Committees or the Jewish Life Council, to have a voice in creating our vibrant

and robust calendar of educational programs and religious observances.

TBI Youth & Families Programs At A Monthly Glance (continued)



For more information or to sign up for
the variety of programs offered, please
register on ShulCloud, check the eBlast,

call the office, or visit tbiskokie.org.



CONGREGATIONAL
RETREAT

Retreat is a special time for TBI members and families. Not only do we have
the opportunity to study Torah with Rabbi Marks and have meaningful
discussions around teachings and current events, it is also a time to get to
know others within the community in a new way, and in the relaxing Retreat
Center of Olin-Sang-Ruby Union Institute (OSRUI) in Oconomowoc, WI.

The kids also have the chance to experience camp and stay in cabins with
their peers and OSRUI's top notch youth staff. It's always a fun and memorable
weekend - with plenty of time to to eat, socialize and celebrate our unique
community!

SAVE THE DATE: MAY 5-7, 2023

For more information:
Please contact the TBI office at 847-675-0951
or the retreat chairs - Joanna Lewis, Rob Spiegel,
Marsha and Dan Swartz.

Olin-Sang-Ruby
Union Institute,
Oconomowoc, WI


